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Abstract: In this study, we demonstrated that
electrocardiographic inverse solution using a pair of
equivalent dipoles could be employed in localizing dual
accessory pathwoys. We used an anatomical computer
model of the human ventricles to simulate body surface
potentials for 8 pairs of preexcitation sites positioned on
the epicardial surface along the atrio-ventricular ring. The
dual sites of preexcitation were estimated by pairs of
equivalent dipoles and the measure for accuracy was the
localization error, defined as the distance between each of
the two preexcitation sites and corresponding calculated
location of equivalent dipole. Average localization errors
were for typical measurement conditions in the range of 7
to 23 mm. Such an approach could be potentially useful in
pre-interventional planning of the ablative treatment.

INTRODUCTION

Body-surface potential mapping (BSPM)

is

a

noninvasive procedure that involves the simultaneous
recording of multiple electrocardiograms over the anterior
and posterior chest. Since BSPM collects data over the
entire torso, it markedly expands diagnostic capabilities

of

potentials [2]. Using simulated body surface potentials as
performed the inverse solution
("localization") for a pair of dipole sources in the torso

the input data, we

model following a Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares
fitting algorithm 13,41. As a measure of accuracy of the
localization, we used localization errors, defined as
distances between locations of the best-fitting pair of
dipoles and a pair of preexcitation sites in the ventricular
model 13,41.
We initiated activation sequences at a total of 8 pairs

of

preexcitation sites located along right lateral (RL), left
lateral (LL), and right/left anteroparaseptal (RAP/LAP)

(A-V) ring of the epicardium
and Table 1). For each activation sequence,
we simulated body surface potentials at ll7 sites [2,5] at 4ms increments within the first 40 ms after the onset of
activation. To simulate measuring conditions, we calculated
for each of 8 pairs of preexcitation sites and each time
aspects of the atrio-ventricular

(see Figure

I

instant, body surface potentials with added random
Gaussian noise at four different RMS levels: 5, 10, 20, and
50 pV. We generated

l0

different noise distributions for

each noise level. The inverse procedure was performed at
4-ms intervals for each of 8 pairs of preexcitation sites.

standard l2-lead electrocardiography. Among its many
applications, this modality has been used to localize
preexcitation sites in patients with Wolff-Parkinson-White
(WPW) syndrome [1]. In one of the application of BSPM,
such a localization is performed by calculating the position
an equivalent single dipole source in the model of a human
torso. However, the single-dipole equivalent generator is an
adequate approximation only when the bioelectric activity
of the heart is confined to a single very small volume. Thus,
in cases where more than one preexcitation site is present,
more complex equivalent generators (including two or more
equivalent dipoles) are needed. Some studies suggested that

inverse solution in terms of more than one equivalent
source might be inherently unstable, although this issue
remains to be clarified.
In this study, we employ an anatomical computer model
to test the hypothesis that dual preexcitation sites can be

localized using BSPM

in

combination

with

the

mathematical inverse solution. The choice of the computer
simulations as the methodology is supported by their ability
to explore capabilities of the inverse solution systematically
and under controlled conditions.

Figure 1: Basal view of the human ventricular model
shown with l0 preexcitation sites. Layers are I mm apart,
and each is represented by smoothed contour lines to
achieve better rendering of the shape. This display

illustrates

METHODS
We used an anatomical model of the human ventricles
and a homogeneous model of the human torso to simulate

activation sequences and corresponding body

the amount of detail included in

the

reconstruction of the human ventricular model. Right
ventricle is to the left, left ventricle is to the right, and
pulmonary artery is to the bottom.

surface
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Table 1: Anatomical description of dual preexcitation sites.
Abbr.

la-lb
la-lc
la-ld

2a-2b
2a-2c
2a-2d
3a-3b
1b.2b

Anatomical Description
right anterolateral
right anterolateraVright lateral
RAL/RPL
right anterolateraVright posterol ateral
left posterolateraUleft lateral
LPLILL
LPLILL
left posterolateral/left lateral
left posterolateral/left anterolateral
LPLILAL
RAP/LAP
right anteroparaseptal/left anteroparaseptal
RAL/LPL
right anterolateraVleft posterolateral
*Distance measured along the atrio-ventricular (A-V) ring.

RAL
RAL/RL

RESULTS
We found that localization errors for a pair of dipoles
reached minimum between 16 and 32 ms after the onset of

Distance*
18 mm
34 mm
48 mm
l1 mm
23 mm
36 mm
30 mm
139 mm

preexcitation sites. Further studies are needed to test
whether such an approach could actually improve the
outcome of the radio-frequency ablation in the clinical
setting.

on the noise level. Table 2
summarizes localization results for typical measuring
conditions (RMS noise level of 5 pV), where such an
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